OVERVIEW

Fashion and clothing are part of a universal experience, the textile and clothing industries occupying a powerful global position in both economic and socio-cultural terms. It is however under-researched and under-represented academically. The Interrogating Fashion Research Cluster takes a comprehensive view of fashion in its broadest sense and establishes a much-needed forum for discussion of issues surrounding fashion in the 21st Century. The Cluster created synergies across a range of perspectives (design, manufacturing and marketing, cultural theory, artistic, technological, scientific... ) to interrogate and challenge the practices and processes of fashion, deliberately integrating the traditional divisions of production, consumption and representation. Three overarching themes were established for the Cluster framework - Digital Fashion (from craft to mass customisation), the Fashion Paradox (the contradictions between fashion’s economic importance and inbuilt obsolescence) and Fashion in Context (presentation and audience engagement) - which although setting an ambitious agenda, were essential in creating an overview of the key issues faced by this major global industry, whose pervasive influence impacts many aspects of design, cultural and technological production. The Cluster aims to develop research projects for fashion products and processes which will have genuine impact on the manufacturing sector and which will, by design, be inherently more sustainable.

Activities

The 38 cluster members comprised a wide ranging group of fashion and textile practitioners, artists, designers, computer and material scientists, cultural and marketing theorists, musicians and creative industrialists. During the first six months, three one-and-a-half day workshops, one on each theme, were held to ‘seed’ concepts and to fuel debate. These generated really positive energy through knowledge sharing and presentation of work, and consolidated the cluster itself. The Digital Fashion strand held a joint press briefing with BT with resulting press coverage, and the Fashion Paradox debate led to further targeted industrial involvement. The website became an increasingly important communication and development tool for the final two-day event which took place at the end of November. This comprised a public debate and performance demonstrations of Digital Fashion concepts at the ICA London, and a symposium at LCF addressing the emerging issues, with a participative ‘fashion exchange’ and an experimental artists performance. Bringing issues alive in performative ways was effective in engaging everyone to participate.

Insights

The Fashion in Context theme highlighted the importance of fashion as a tool of communication and engagement to raise social issues and generated new project ideas. The Fashion Paradox and the Digital Fashion themes have created opportunities and research concepts on the future of fashion. Emerging technologies are being harnessed creating new paradigms for production which may lead to more personalised and localised ‘fashion on demand’, minimising waste and using materials in a more sustainable manner, and considering the entire life cycle of design, production, usage and disposal. Companies who have been part of the problem in unsustainable production are becoming part of the solution in ethical and environmental terms. With such a large agenda to tackle, the work of the cluster has only just begun and will continue.